Abstract. A class of singular first-order partial differential equations is described for which an analogue of a theorem of M. Artin on the solutions of analytic equations holds: given any formal power series solution and any nonnegative integer v, a convergent power series solution may be found which agrees with the given formal solution up to all terms of order < v.
where each f(z, u) is a convergent power series in (z" .. ., zd, «" ..., ft,). (we say, for short, that the change of variables f = f(z) transforms X into 3/9£rf). We now work in the variables f, and write f for (f" f2,. .. , £/_i). For any/(z, u) G [C{z, w}}p the following assertions are easily shown:
(a) For every <p(£') E [OK'HoF mere exists a unique solution u(z) 6
[C[[zM of (1) with «(*«;', 0)) = <p(n- To see that this no longer holds in general in the singular case, we recall an example due to Euler: with d = p = 1, the equation
22-^"(z)
= "(*) -* has the unique power series solution 00 k u(z) = 2 (* -»>!* k=\ which is not convergent. That this phenomenon is not limited to the case of one variable and that it does not depend entirely on the vanishing to second-order of the coefficients of X is seen by consideration of the equation in two variables z = (zx, z^:
which has the unique power series solution «(*) -2 (* -O! (*i*2)*. But, for (3) to hold in this case, it is necessary and sufficient that t2q>'(t) = tp(t) -t, whence our assertion. The purpose of the present work is to isolate a subclass of singular X for which something like the theory described above in the nonsingular case still holds. Our hypotheses on X concern the zero variety S of the coefficients Xx(z), . . . , Xd(z) and the eigenvalues of the linear part of X(z) = (A"j(z),..., Xd(z)) (see (H,) and (Hj) below). In place of (a) we obtain a bijective correspondence between formal solutions of (1) and formal solutions of an associated system of equations of the form (2) . These latter equations express compatibility conditions which must be satisfied by the "restriction to S" of a solution of (1) and a certain number of its tangential derivatives. The main part of our work is to show that assertion (b) carries over in this case (i.e., convergent solutions of one system correspond to convergent solutions of the other). Assertion (c) also goes over (the correspondence preserves "order") so Artin's theorem cited above may be applied to give a version of (d) in our singular case.
2. The main results. We assume from here on that X(0) = 0 and we denote by S the germ at 0 G C1 of the analytic variety {zGCf:Xi(z) = 0,i=\,...,d}.
The following hypothesis on X will be assumed to hold throughout the remainder of this work:
(H,): S is the germ at 0 G C* of an analytic submanifold of C*, of dimension s, where 0 < s < d -1. We write n = d -s throughout. Then (H,) means: There exists a change of variables I = f(z) such that S={zGCd:
£,(z) = f2(z) = • • • = f"(z) = 0} near 0.
We say in this case that the variables ? = (?"...,&) are adapted to 5 and we write them in the form f = (x, Ç) = (x" . . ., x", £" .. ., Q where x, = f" i = \, . . . ,n, and £ = Çn+j for / = 1,..., s. Observe that any change of variables f = f (z) (adapted to S or not) transforms *-2*(*)■=■ into 2*,(o4
where, writing X(z) and X(f ) as column vectors and writing 3z(f )/3f for the d X d matrix (3z,(?)/3?,),i/^,.rfwe have *('(n) = -|tt)*a).
Since A"(0) = 0, we conclude from this that the d X d matrices dX(0)/dz and 3ÂX0)/3f are related by
As dX(0)/d!¡ has an s X s block of zeros in its lower right-hand corner, we conclude further that the characteristic polynomial P(X) of 3X(0)/3z has the form P(X) = XSQ(X), with Q(X) a monic polynomial of degree n. Our second hypothesis goes back to Poincaré's thesis [5, p. 100] ; in the sequel we invoke it explicitly when needed:
(Hj): Let \" ..., \, denote the zeros of Q(X), repeated according to algebraic multiplicity. Let A denote the convex hull in C of the set {A" ..., \) (i.e., A = {27=, <&: 0 < tt < 1, i -1,..., », 27-, t¡ = 1}). (see the proof of the corollary to Lemma 2 below). Translated, this becomes the assertion that in the right-hand side of (5)a only {Uß(Q: \ß\ < \a\} occur. In our invariant notation, the finite system of equations {(5)a: \a\ <k}
Both sides of this last equation define transformations of [Ak0Y into itself, as we have just seen. Thus, we may define $k: [Ak0Y -* [AkfiY for each k by
and so the infinite system { (5) The proof of Theorem 1 will be given in §3 below. Note that the first assertion of Theorem 1 translates as follows: if k0 satisfies (6), then each solution {wa(0: |a| < k0) °f me finite system of equations {(5)": \a\ < k0] extends in a unique way to a solution {ua(Q: a G 5"} of the whole infinite system {(5)a: a £ i"}. In fact, we shall see that whenever (6) holds, without assuming (H^, for each k > k0 the equations { (5) Again, only (6) (and not (H^) is needed here (see Lemma 2 below). The full strength of (Hj) seems to be needed for the proof of assertion (ii), given by majorant arguments (Lemmas 3-5 below). Relaxing (Hj) here leads to smalldivisor problems; we give one example to show that even if a k0 satisfying (6) exists, assertion (ii) may fail in the absence of (H^. Consider (with 0 and/to be described below) the equation
z'-3z;-fc23z7=/(z"Z2)-
Here 0 is taken irrational with 0 < 6 < 1 so that we have p = 1, d = 2, S = {0} and F0 = 0, but X, = 1 and X2 = -0, so that (H^ fails although (6) holds with k0 = I. We assume further about 0 that it may be extremely well approximated by rationals, in the following sense: for q = 1, 2, .. . define ¿>-o,i,..
0-P-
We assume that lim -logftf}, = -oo.
ç-»oo "
(Take, e.g., 0 = 2j_, 2 * where {«,}j_, is any increasing sequence of positive integers such that i%+1/2*-»oo as/-»oo.) To construct/(z" z^ take an increasing sequence {^,}J1, of positive integers such that ^,-1log{#} -» -oo (in the example 0 = 2j_, 2~\ qs = 2"> will do) and, for/ -1,2,..., let/», be the integer/» between 0 and ^ at which \0 -p/q¡\ attains its minimum value {0}g. Now define/(z" z¿ = 2j_, zfz$ which is certainly convergent. The unique formal power series solution w(z" z-¿) of (7) is given by 00 7PJ7S1
if we take z, ^ 0 and z2 ^ 0, and write p s min(|z,|, |z2|) > 0, then z?z$ Pj -Oqj pPj+ij and log t$ = (pj + qj)log p -log Oj -log{0 }q. -+ + 00 as/ -* 00, so that u(zx, Z2) is not convergent. (1), with/» = 1 and/ = 0; (6) holds in this case with k0 = 1. We define \pj E Axo by setting ty -% in the variables (x', Ç); we have $,(ty) = 0 since X% = Yj(x', £') G J for/ = 1,. . ., s. We may therefore apply Theorem 1 to conclude our proof.
The following examples are meant to put Theorem 2 in perspective. In all three we have d = 3, S = {z E C3: z, = z2 -0} so that the equations x, = z" x2 = z2, £, = z3 define variables (x" x2, £,) adapted to S. 
Here again we have X, = 1 and X2 = -1, but now a solution £(z) = z3e~z' °f (8) with 3|(0)/3z3 = 1 is at hand. Thus Theorem 2 is not the last word on the subject.
where 0 and/(z" z^ are as in the example (7) above. Suppose £(z) is a formal power series solution of (8) with 3£(0)/3z3 9* 0; we may assume then that 3|(0)/3z3 = 1. If we expand 00 £(Z" Z2, Z3) = 2 &(*1> *2)*3>
In particular, since £,(0, 0) = 1, u(zx, z¿ = log £,(z" Zz) is a formal power series solution of (7), and so, as we have seen, is not convergent. Thus, in this case, a change of variables as described in Theorem 2 may be effected with formal power series, but not with convergent ones. To that end, choose variables (x, 9 as in Theorem 2. Writing \p = 2|a|<*0 fa£)xa in these variables and translating the equation $^(^) = 0 (using {(5)a: \a\ < k0}, with all the %aß = 0) we get for all a with \a\ < k^ for the equations to be satisfied by the {fag): \a\ < ko). By assumption the elements {ua(g): \a\ < k0} of [Q^]?9 furnish a solution of (9); moreover, u"(£) E [C[ [£] ]oF znd the /" are polynomials in the variables {fa\ 0 < \ß\ < \a\} so a trivial modification of Artin's theorem [1] gives us the existence of {fag) E [C{£}Y: \a\ < k0), with fag) G [C{Z)0Y, satisfying (9) and such that ord(ua(£) -fag)) >v for all a with |a| < kT hen OTd([u(z)]ko-t) = OTd( 2 {««(9 -Ut)}*")
Remark. Counterexamples to Theorem 3 (failing (Hj)) are provided by the two examples at the end of §1, the example given in (7) above, and the example (iii) given just before Theorem 3. where / denotes the identity element in Mp(C), the ring of p X p matrices with entries in C, while the coefficient of xa on the right-hand side involves only {Uß(g): \ß\ < \a\) and their first derivatives in £" . . ., ¿. We shall show that for each / > k, the finite system {(5)a: \a\ = /} may be solved for {ua(g): \a\ = /}, at least if we choose our variables (x, g) appropriately. Clearly, for our purpose it would suffice to show that there exists even one such choice of variables adapted to (x, g) for which this holds; it is, in fact, not hard to see that it must then also be so for any such choice of variables. Throughout the remainder of our work t is used to denote a single variable. Proof. We may assume, without loss of generality, that A(0, g, 0, 0) = 0 since, in any case, h may be modified to bring this about without any effect on our hypotheses. We may also replace (14) (4) implies that, for |a| > k, each entry of ((X • a)I -F0)~* is dominated, in absolute value, by the corresponding entry of the matrix (\/c0\a\)M. Choose e > 0 so small that the largest eigenvalue of (2(n -l)e/c0)M is less than 1.
Now choose variables (x, g) as in the proof of Lemma 1, but so as to have 0 < /i) < e for /' = 1,..., n -1 (see (8) 
and (1) may be rewritten as {n a n-\ a 1
.2 \*tgj + 2 ttf^+1-gr-Fo\»(*>Ö " »(*»Ö
where o(x, ¿) is defined by
For any i = I,. .., n -1 and any aGÍ, with a¡+x > 0, we denote by a(0 the element of i" obtained by increasing a, by 1 and decreasing a,+1 by 1; if a,+1 =0 we define a(0 = 0, recalling that u0(g) = 0 since ords u(z) > k > 1. Then equating the coefficients of x° on either side of (19) 
We stop to note here that by virtue of (18) here q^ denotes the/»-tuple (qXj, q2j,. . . , qpJ) for/ = 1, .. ., s. We note first that A(t, g) is convergent, and, because of (16) and (24), satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 3. Moreover, by virtue of (25) and (26), h(t, g v, q) satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 4. Applying Lemma 3 first, we may, in effect, suppose that A(t, g) = 0. Lemma 4 then applies to show that \u\\t, g) is convergent. From this it follows trivially that |m|(x, g) and therefore u(z) are convergent, which was to be shown. Proof of Theorem 1 (concluded). We suppose first that k0 > 1. (1), we must have /(z(0, g), u*(z(0, g))) = 0, so «*(z(0, g)) = Uo(g), i.e., [w*(z)], = ip, and therefore u*(z) = u(z). Our proof is now complete.
